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Too bright of a visual acuity chart will nullify the glare effect.  
Standard brightness is 85cd/m2 
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Normal 

The Disability of Glare 
Brightness Acuity Meter 

BAM™ 
Floodlight Glare 

Mimics Picture Window Sunlight 

High-Beamer™ Glare Machine 
 

Spotlight Glare 
Mimics Car Headlights  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
AMA Optics’ Brightness Acuity Meter (BAM™) is a light source for measuring glare.  The main application of the 
BAM™ is to demonstrate, document, and monitor disabling glare, information that can assist in the decision 
process for cataract surgery. 
 
Medicare Guideline for Timely Invention 
“Coverage for cataract extraction is indicated if there is a glare component, such that, glare testing reduces the 
visual acuity to less than 20/40.”  Check with your insurance provider for specifics rules in your region. 
 
Glare Testers 
1. BAM™: a floodlight Glare Tester.  Macular Photo-Stress can also be tested with the occluder plug. 
2. High-Beamer™ Glare Machine: a spotlight Glare Tester that mimics on-coming headlight. 
  
Why test for Glare? How does BAM and High Beamer work? 
Glare can be very disabling for those having cataract, posterior capsular opacity, or corneal opacities.  In many 
cases early cataract surgery or capsulotomy cures the problem.  The most common complaint patients have due to 
glare is the fear of having an accident at night because of the blinding glare from on-coming automobiles.  
Accidents occur because pedestrians, animals or cars in-front or on the-side-of-the-road are invisible due to 
blinding glare. 
 
Glare testing principle.  In a light scattering medium, the brighter the light the more light scatters and the more 
visual acuity degrades.  In an eye with no disease and no light scatter, glare testing does not significantly reduce 
vision.  However, in an eye with light scattering cataract, posterior capsule, or corneal disease even a slight 
increase in brightness can cause drastic vision loss.  The test is simple: (1) test the Snellen acuity under normal 
lighting, (2) test the Snellen acuity while viewing through the Glare Tester, and (3) compare the results.  In USA, if 
Glare testing reduced the vision to less than 20/40, glare is significant and may warrant surgical intervention. 
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Selecting the right Glare Tester 
 

 The BAM (Brightness Acuity Meter) displays a uniform bright field of light produced by a single LED 
bulb illuminating a white reflective bowl.  The BAM has three brightness settings (Low, Medium, High) controlled by 
a single push-button switch.  The BAM™ may also be used as a Photo-stress Test for macular disease.  
 

 The High-Beamer™ displays two lights, one on either side of the line of sight and simulates on-coming 
car headlight.  Two side-by-side 2 mm LED bulbs is the light source.  A potentiometer with a digital readout allows 
dial-in precise illumination adjustment anywhere on the scale of Low to High brightness. 
 

 Both the BAM™ and the High-Beamer™ are effective, lightweight, easy to use Glare Testers that can 
quantify the patient’s glare disability. The BAM™ mimics floodlight glare and the High-Beamer mimics spotlight 
glare.   
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Optional Trial Lens Holder 
 
The lens holder attaches to the BAM™ or High Beamer™ by four tiny magnets and is held securely in place.  
The spherical and cylindrical lenses snap into place and can be easily rotated to the desired axis.  The lenses 
attach distal to the glare light and do not artificially increase glare.  Used to hold lenses for full refraction, over-
refraction, or near add.  Trial lenses are not included. 
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Operation 
1.  IQ Switch®  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.  Battery Change 
 
Unscrew the switch to access the batteries, use 2 AA alkaline or rechargeable batteries. 
 
3.  Occluding Plug 
 
The plug is used during Photo-Stress and Entopic testing. The occluding plug fits into the smaller viewing 
aperture.   
 
4.   Bulb 
The bulb is a long-life LED type 1 watt LUXEON®   The bulb and bulb position effects the calibration..  
Should  bulb need replacing, send the unit  to AMA Optics, Inc. 
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GLARE TEST 
 
An illumination source can adversely reduce visual acuity by degrading  image resolution when a light scattering 
eye condition exists. The adverse effect of glare on visual acuity is measured with the BAM™. 
 
Conditions where glare adversely affects acuity: 
♦ Corneal opacities or corneal edema 
♦ Cataract 
♦  Clouding of the posterior lens capsule 
♦  Opacities in the vitreous 
♦ Scratched or dirty glasses or contact lenses 
 
Brightness Setting 
 
The BAM™ brightness levels can be tailored to meet the needs of the examiner.  Three brightness levels can be 
tested or testing can be limited to one brightness setting. 
To begin testing. it is recommended to use the low light setting. 
 
Vision Chart 
 
High contrast or graded contrast images may be used as test targets.  Any vision chart can be used but it is 
important that the chart luminance be of standard brightness, 85 cd/m2.  A bright chart may give false negative 
glare testing results.   
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Vision Chart for Glare Testing 
  
u  Any Snellen Chart with 85 cd/m2 brightness 
u  RAM DL with Standard reading Chart at 85 cd/m2 

Glare Testing – preparations & instructions 
 
♦   Do not dilate the pupil prior to testing. 
♦   Inspect the patient’s glasses or contact lenses for debris or scratches that could interfere with glare  
    testing and give a false positive result. 
♦  Instruct the patient to hold the BAM™ near to their eye, glasses or the Carrier Frames. 
♦   With the light switched off, allow the patient to view the eye chart  through the BAM™. 
♦   Prior to switching on the BAM™, warn the patient to expect a bright light. 
♦   Allow ample time to adapt to the  selected light level before starting  reading  test, approx. 15   
     seconds. 
♦  Progress from large to small letters. The endpoint is when the patient  can no longer read the line  
     of letters correctly.  
 
Photo-Stress Testing 
 
The BAM™ provides for macular Photo-Stress testing  when brightness is set on high.  After light exposure of the 
macula there is a normal delay period for visual recovery.  In certain diseases1 of the macula this refractory 
period  is prolonged.   
      
Occluding  the optical port of the glare bowl with the optional occluding plug changes the glare bowl into a Photo-
Stress enclosure. 
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Photo-Stress Recovery Time 
 
          Up to 30 Seconds: Normal 
          30 to 60 seconds:  Borderline 
          Over 60 seconds:  Abnormal (maculopathy) 
 
Method: 
A.   Measure best visual acuity prior to BAM light exposure 
B.  Expose eye to bright illumination for specified time (15 to 30 seconds usually) 
C.   Time the recovery period, the time elapsed to read the pre-exposure acuity level 
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Packing List 
 
1.  BAM™ 
2.  Occluding Plug for Photo-Stress & EntopicTesting 
3.  Batteries included, AA alkaline, 2 ea. 
4. Lens Cloth 
5. Operating Instructions 
 
Optional items: 
Photo-Stress Timer 
Lens Holder for refractive correction 
   Two slots for sphere and cylinder 



Technical Data:  BAM™ 
Weight 6 ounces 
Power: 2 AA alkaline batteries 
1 watt L.E.D  LUXEON® bulb. 
Factory calibration is recommended yearly. 
  
Illumination 
IQ Switch® with three brightness modes: High, Medium and Low (push button in quick succession to achieve 

desired level) 
 
Glare Testing 
1.  High Setting: 2.2 k lux. 
2.  Medium Setting: 1.1 k lux. 
3.  Low Setting: 550 lux. 

 
Photo-Stress Testing 
1.  High Setting: 2.5 k lux. 
2.  Medium Setting: 1.25 k lux. 
3.  Low Setting: 625 lux. 

 
References: 
Photo-Stress 
1.  Savino, Sumers, McDonald, & Knighton. AJO. 1977; 
83:255-260. 
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Entopic phenomenon 
2. Fuchsja¨ger-Mayrl, et. al. IOVS;

2002;43,1520-4. 
3.  Sinclair SH, Loebl M, Riva CE. Arch 

Ophthalmol 1979;97:1092-5. 
4.  Sinclair SH, Loebl M, Riva CE. Arch 

Ophthalmol 1981;99:464-7.  

Warranty: One Year, parts and labor 


